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Abstract

There have been complaints over the quality of television programmes in Tanzania from various groups including; professionals, viewers, television programme sponsors and media authorities. Recognizing the role played by the availability of diverse programme quality perspectives on the amount such compliments, this study sought to establish an understanding on how stakeholders view quality in TV programmes. The study triangulated quantitative and qualitative methods in order to establish a better understanding. The study involved a total of 70 respondents that included: television programmes producers, television programmes viewers, programme sponsors, television programmes managers, and telecom/electronics engineers/technicians. The study has used questionnaire and interviews to collect data from these respondents. Based on the data collected, the study has found that the term “quality” in the context of television production is “erratic” due to the absence of specific standards for measuring it save for different perspectives of professionalism, viewers, business/sponsorships, editorial polices, creativity and cultural orientations. In order to sustain quality control, the study recommends among other things, the establishment of quality control boards or quality assurance unit by the government to spearheading standards in television production and bridge professionalism.
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Introduction

This article surveys predictors of quality of television programmes in Tanzania based on the criteria generally used to assess the quality of television programmes elsewhere. The concept of quality in television programmes as in other media is increasingly complex as there can be many perspectives and interests involved. Nevertheless, the concept is a vital one for anyone looking to ensure their programmes make an intended impact. This article presents the nexus of quality television programmes as an independent construct that is determined by the nature of television production practices. Ensuring quality in television programmes has positive effects on the industry and society because it helps to preserve societal norms and values and protect culture and
television programme standards as well as promote professionalism. It is through these advantages that Bauer, et al. (2006) asserted that high quality of television programmes has positive effects on employees, customers, organizations and the community at large whereas poor quality programmes leads to loss of audience and moral degrade. Business-wise, the quality of television programmes is fundamental in sponsorship attraction, viewership boosting and enhancement of the reputation of stations or production houses to sponsors and viewers (Romero-Fresco, 2021; Sasamoto & Doherty, 2016; Shamir, 2007; Gross, 2000; Ishikawa, 1996b).

However, quality in television programming is a complicated phenomenon. Unfortunately, this complexity increases daily in various parts of the world (Shamir, 2007). Several studies (e.g. Bayo-Moriones et al., 2018; Burns, 2011; Shamir, 2007; Mulgan, 1990) have revealed that the quality of television programmes is judged from different angles. Historically, this aspect was not a big deal in television production since there were limited television stations and programmes to fuel comparisons. For example, up until 1994, Mainland Tanzania had only three stations; DTV, ITV and Star TV (Hamdan, 2014; Sturmer, 1998). In contrast, there are more stations and numerous programmes now. More specifically, by May 2021, Tanzania had 50 registered television stations (TCRA, 2021). This has automatically given birth to comparisons.

Although problems in the quality television programmes are universal, there are conflicting ideas about the points of views from which the same is assessed. For instance, Shamir (2007) sees viewers rather than professionals, while Ishikawa (1996b) and Rosengren and Tagerud (1996) see professionalism in the production processes as the most central and important yardstick for assessing quality. Generally, there is no consensus when it comes to what to focus on when assessing the quality of television programmes.

Nevertheless, studies (See, Romero-Fresco, 2021; Marjaana, 2020; Hamdani et al, 2014; Msina, 2000; Owens, 2020) have indicated that the quality of television programmes is a matter of critical concern among media practitioners and the general public. As a matter of fact, the quality of these programmes in Tanzania has constantly been a source of many complaints from various stakeholders such as viewers, professionals, and regulatory authorities. In some cases, complaints about quality have highlighted televising unethical contents that threaten cultural norms, dignity, and the decency of the society. There have also been complaints about inappropriate content and technical problems (TCRA, 2019). These inadequacies jeopardize the intended roles (educating, informing and entertaining) of television programmes as per media obligations. In particular, the Tanzania Communication Regulatory Authority (TCRA) reports produced between 2016 to 2019 shows that several popular television stations have been fined for violations related to content production and broadcasting principles. Some of these stations are Independent Television (ITV), Azam Two, Clouds Television, Star TV, Channel Ten, East Africa TV and Gilly Bonny Online TV.

It is through these developments and the reported disparity in points of views regarding what entails quality TV programmes that the researcher was prompted to conduct this study to create an understanding of how quality in TV programmes is judged in Tanzania. To meet this goal, the study has analysed TV stakeholders’ perspectives regarding the major predictors of quality in TV programmes in Tanzania by meeting the following specific objectives:

(i) Analysing stakeholders’ perspectives on the determinants of quality television programmes.
Determining actors involved in the quality control of television programmes in Tanzania.

Related Literature
The quality of a television programme is determined by how well it is written, acted, produced and its ability to educate and appeal to a broad audience (Burns, 2011). However, in television production, there are conflicting ideas on who is supposed to set quality assessment points. While Shamir (2007) sees viewers as more pivotal than professionals, Ishikawa (1996b) and Rosengren et al. (1996) consider the later as the most central quality measurement yardstick (See also, Romero-Fresco, 2021; Marjaana, 2020). On the others side, Wright (2006) shows that regulations and advertisements should have the impact on programmes’ quality and viewers’ welfare. From these arguments, it is easy to note that measurements of programmes’ quality are set by many factors. Among these are culture and values of a certain place; meaning that television quality assessment is embedded in culture. Other factors as outlined by Mulgan (1990) in Shamir (2007) are: production values; viewers’ preferences and market demand; quality as an aesthetic particular to the television medium; cherishment of communal values and social integration; high regard for individualistic participatory values; truth-telling and fairness; and, diversity. Similarly, Mulgan (1990) suggests a concept of quality that draws upon diversity, usability, and truth-telling. These factors attest to the fact that the quality of television programmes is a complex phenomenon.

According to Shamir (2007), this categorization is supported by the Japan Broadcasting Corporation (NHK), which examines television quality across cultures, methodological approaches, and television systems through three major perspectives on quality which are; the perspective of audiences, the point of view of professionals, and diversity. In all, it can be asserted that, the quality of television programmes is imbedded in societies’ regulations and culture, evidenced in professionalism, viewers’ perspectives, business orientation (especially programmes sponsorships), editorial polices, and societal values of a certain country.

The empirical studies about quality of television programmes
Studies from various parts of the world have raised concerns about television programmes’ quality (See Owens, 2020; Romero-Fresco, 2021; Marjaana, 2020; Bayo-Moriones et al., 2018; Shamir, 2007). For example, Bayo-Moriones et al. (2018) conducted a study in Spain with focus on perceptions of the quality of different programmes broadcasted. The study revealed that viewers measured programmes’ quality by: programmes’ preservation of Spanish culture (26%), good technical quality of the programmes (22.2%), content (6.9%) and commitment to society (6.4%). These researchers also argue that the technical excellence associated with taste and aesthetics is considered as an important aspect when analysing quality from the perspective of professionals such as creators and members of juries. In connection to this view, Camacho (2005) was of the view that technically, the quality of television programmes should not be understood as elitist, rather, it can be achieved through formats, ideas, scripts, illumination, sound, photography and hosts. These studies are evidence of variations in discussions of quality of television programmes in various parts of the world.
Another study on the quality of television programmes was carried out by Shamir (2007) in Israel. The study focused on assessment of television programmes quality and found that television programmes and genres tend to vary considerably in terms of the amount of time and money invested in their production. Likewise, a study on “Quality Standards for Children’s programmes in the Writings of Television Critics”, carried out in Netherlands by Peter et al (2006) further confirmed the lack of a unified perspective on this phenomenon. The study found that there were no consensuses on the standards that children's programmes should meet; rather, one has to make judgments based on different dimensions. In Australia, Bennett et al (2018) contended that, television programmes’ quality assessment debates have questioned the exclusive output of television programmes by empirical engagement with experts and audiences while in the United States of America, several studies about the quality of television have been conducted. Fuller (2013) argues that quality in television programmes has not only become a dominant television format but also the benchmark against which “mainstream” television is measured. Thus, the quality of programmes is looked at from the angles of casting, scripting, acting, directing, producing and critical evaluation.

In Africa, a study by Abdulla (2014) showed that some Egyptians programmes were produced not from professionals’ point of views but the will of the Government. The study also revealed that some programmes’ scripts were written under government interferences and directives to shift focus on the governments’ achievements while some channels (e.g. CBC) were burned for violating editorial policies. Another study carried out in Africa is one by Jesse (2006), which was carried out in South Africa with focus on poor quality of local television contents. Another one was carried out by Shobiye et al. (2018) who focused on “factors that influence one’s choices in viewing public television in South Africa. These studies’ findings on the compromised quality of TV programmes have been echoed by studies conducted in Kenya by Nyambane and Maende (2016) and in Uganda by Lugalambi et al. (2010).

Despite, the adversaries that work against efforts to ensure quality in television programmes, stations or production houses should have emphasized quality. These programmes are vehicles of the national development since for instance; quality programmes facilitate the delivering quality education. On this, Msina (2000:3) stated that “mass media, especially television contributes to the development of a nation”. This implies that producing quality programmes contributes to development as long as the programmes are pro development and social change (See, Romero-Fresco, 2021; Marjana, 2020; Sehl, 2020; Msina, 2000).

Generally, the quality of television programmes is a concern of producers, crew members, television managers, television stations or production houses, and the country at large. This means that the views of all these are important in the assessment and measurement of quality. Weinberg (1970) stated that quality can be measured in dimension, materials, properties, performance and so on. This shows that the aspect of quality was introduced to TV programming as early as 1960s when it was adopted from the industrial sector (Ahmed, 2003). However, despite this early introduction of this phenomenon to TV programmes production, there seems to be no single way of measuring quality in TV programmes. As such, amid complaints about the quality of TV programmes in Tanzania, there is a need for clear country-specific guidelines on what media houses should focus on when producing contents to air. Unfortunately, researchers have not paid much attention to this topic hence leaving a gap that this study sought to bridge.

**Research design and Methods**
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The researcher subscribed to pragmatic epistemology whose orientation avoids purist tendencies of relying to either positivist or interpretive philosophies but embraces duality of both quantitative and qualitative methods respectively. Thus, this study employed a mixed method research approach (MMRA) to analyse perspectives of stakeholders on the quality of television programmes in Tanzania. Under this approach, both qualitative and quantitative procedures of collecting, processing, analysing and presenting data are simultaneous used (Creswell, 2012). The approach provided this study with the opportunity of gathering data by employing multiple tools that promised a better understanding of the phenomenon under study.

The study used the qualitative approach to get detailed data while the quantitative approach was used to quantify themes that emerged in relation to research objectives. In other words, the choice of the design that this study used was influenced by the advantages it presented to the study. The choice of the design permitted for the application of complimentary methods, convergence, and triangulation, which helped to neutralize and cancel biases of confining oneself to one data type. The concurrent use of quantitative and qualitative data increased robustness of results through cross validation. Quantitative data were used to quantify respondents. The data were collected through questionnaires especially closed questions. In contrast, qualitative data helped in the examination of programme qualities drawing from peoples’ perceptions while leaving room for responses (Best & Khan, 2004). In this regard, detailed data were generated from producers, production managers, television programmes viewers, and advertisers regarding their experiences with the quality of television programmes in Tanzania.

The study was conducted in Zanzibar and three regions in Mainland Tanzania; Dar es Salaam, Morogoro and Mwanza. The selection of these sites was influenced by their historical orientations and the number of television stations situated in them. According to TCRA (2020) and NBS (2020), these regions have more television stations and television sets than others. From these, five television stations and two production houses were selected for data collection based on how long the stations and production houses have existed, geographical locations, ownership, the nature and type of employment of producers, philosophical orientation of the media, and the availability and type of production equipment. Overall, the selection of stations and media houses was geared towards getting representatives that would provide the data required to meet the objectives of the study.

Selection of the sample of this study was done purposively to meet data requirements. Cohen et al (2000) describe sampling techniques as procedures followed when selecting elements of a population to represent the actual characteristics of the total population. This study selected a number of stations as seen here. Zanzibar Broadcasting Corporation (ZBC) was selected because it is the oldest television station in Tanzania from which information about how television production started and the experiences in television production were obtained. The study also included Tanzania Broadcasting Corporation (TBC1); a public-owned television station which is also believed to have qualified and experienced producers. Channel Ten and Star TV are private-owned television stations which together with Uhai Television (Azam Media) a new private media presented a different perspective for the study. The latter is also believed to have advanced and modern television production equipment and the production houses included; True Vision Production House and HaakNeel Production.

Thus, the sample consisted of 70 participants. To get the participants, the researcher used convenient sampling. Specifically, 38 television programmes producers, and 6 telecom and
electronics engineers/technicians were sampled. In addition to these, 7 television programmes managers (5 from television stations and 2 from production houses were selected), 7 television programme sponsors/advertisers were selected, 5 from Mainland Tanzania and 2 from Zanzibar. The researcher also picked 3 television viewers in each region so as to involve a total of 12 viewers in the study.

Television programmes producers were the key respondents of this study while the other groups complimented them. Whittaker (2017) contends that, although titles and responsibilities can vary the person in charge of launching and guiding the entire production is generally a producer. Such individuals come up with programmes ideas, they write proposals, do research, lay out budgets, write scripts, and organize and plans what should be done in all phases of programmes production. The individuals have strong interpersonal skills, they are good at long term planning and are organized and methodical; they are capable of visualizing the whole production process, and have knowledge of business and legal matters (See, Whittaker, 2017; Spann 2008 et al; Owens 2020). As such, this group of people was fundamental sources of data in this study. Hence, the 38 producers were given questionnaires and the rest respondents were interviewed.

This study used only two types of instruments to collect data - questionnaires and interviews. The instruments were chosen following this study’s requirement of both qualitative and quantitative data. A questionnaire is used when factual information is desired. It is advantageous as it great ensures respondents’ anonymity since it does not require face-to-face meetings between respondents and people collecting data. The questionnaire had both closed and open-ended questions so as to increase the reliability and validity of data (Nsubuga, 2000; Kumar, 2011). The open ended questions were used to give respondents an opportunity to give additional data that were not accommodated in closed questions. The study also used an interview guide to collect data. This instrument was used because it is quite flexible and can be easily adapted for respondents. The tool was also selected because some respondents were not able to complete questionnaires. This tool allows for the use of additional questions to gather missing data and it is useful to both literate and illiterate populations (Mason & Bramble, 1997).

The study applied Borg and Gall’s (2004) points of view, which advocates for descriptive data analysis. The data collected were organized, summarized and described in a manner that reflected the problem of the study based on research objectives. Descriptive data analysis dominated this stage of the study. The data were analysed with the help of Microsoft Office Excel 2010 and Microsoft Office Excel 2016 which were used to compute descriptive statistics such as frequencies and percentages. Additionally, the data were sorted and categorized in a narrative manner according to the information needed from respondents.

**Research Findings**

**Stakeholders’ perspectives on the determinants of quality television programmes in Tanzania**

Television programmes producers were asked to explain what quality in TV programmes means for them. Responses obtained through questionnaires were coded and categorized as they appear in Table 1. As can be seen the table, there are various perspectives on what determines the quality of television programmes in Tanzania. This diversity makes the concept erratic. According to the
findings, the quality of television programmes is determined by the degree of professionalism, cultural factors, viewers’ opinions and viewership, programmes’ attraction of sponsorship, editorial policy and creativity involved (see Table 1).

Table 1: Television producers’ perspectives of television programmes quality determinants

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>S/N</th>
<th>Points of Quality Measurements (n = 38)</th>
<th>Components</th>
<th>Frequencies</th>
<th>Percentage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.</td>
<td>Professionalism</td>
<td>Video quality/pictures</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>52.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Sound quality</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>42.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Proper content</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>28.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Picture formats</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>10.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Quality editing</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>13.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Lighting</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.</td>
<td>Culture</td>
<td>Norms and values</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>5.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Acceptance by society</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>7.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.</td>
<td>Viewers point of View</td>
<td>Reach Audience</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>10.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Big viewership</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>7.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.</td>
<td>Business Point of view</td>
<td>Sponsorships</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>7.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.</td>
<td>Regulatory framework</td>
<td>Editorial policy</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2.66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Creativity Point of View</td>
<td>Language usage</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>5.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Selection of good presenters</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>5.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Uniqueness</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2.6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Field data

Professionalism perspectives
Generally, the results in the Table 1 suggest that there are diverse determinants of quality in television programmes. In particular, the results show that a number of professionalism attributes in TV programmes are important quality determinants. These have included the quality of the video or the pictures (52.6%), sound quality (42.1%) and content viewers (28.9%). Furthermore, the results show that less than one fifth (< 20%) of respondents indicated quality editing, captions and pictures formats, lighting, viewership, acceptance by society, sponsorships and editorial policies as determinants of television programmes quality. Some engineers believed that, video and sound influences the quality of the programmes to a great extent, for instance one engineer was quoted saying;

"Equipment has 90% influences on programmes production quality. The first equipment is the camera. Currently, the camera talk in Africa and Europe is about 4K while for some countries in Asia they have gone up to 8K. This is the aspect ratio that gives a quality picture as compared to the pictures produced by HD or SDI. (Engineer 1: 02/03/2021)."

**Cultural perspectives**

Under cultural factors, participants appear to suggest that cultural issues are not much critical in determining the quality of television programmes. As indicated in table 1, only 5.2% of the respondents mentioned norms and values and 7.8% mentioned society’s acceptance of programmes as quality measurements. Surprisingly, this was contrasted by all the 12 viewers interviewed by this study. These participants highlighted the respect given by programmes to norms, traditions, and customs as an important determinant of the quality of television programmes. For instance, one viewer was quoted saying;

"I can say there are good and poor quality programmes on our television screens. Culture values are very important and they need to be accommodated in these programmes. For example, entertainment programmes are very problematic. In most cases musicians’ clothing is against our culture. Therefore, producers need to look at this to ensure they produce programmes that protect our norms, our status, and our culture for future generation (Viewer 1: 01/03/2021)."

Adding on the same perspective, another viewer added that “the quality of our programmes is measured by many things like its production, content, and the cultural setup of the society and cultural practices” (Viewer 2: 28/02/2021).

These quotations show that there is a disparity between how programme producers see quality in TV programmes and how the same is viewed by viewers. This is very likely to fuel complaints because there are minimal chances of viewers getting what they expect if producers’ expectations are this different from there’s.

**Viewership and viewers’ perspective**

The study has also found some producers use this component a quality measurement basis. Specifically, 10.5% of the producers said that a quality programme is one that reaches audience
and 7.8% identified the number of viewers as important. However, the frequencies at which these factors were mentioned suggest that these factors are not strong determinants of the quality programmes. Nonetheless, interviewers with viewers revealed that people like programmes to meet their interests. In this vein, it was unveiled that viewers’ perspectives of quality were highly depended on their political affiliations as opposed to professionalism or cultural considerations. For instance, some viewers accused one station for poor quality of television programmes just because the programmes do not have content on their favourite political parties. One viewer said the following on this:

Some television stations have very poor programmes. For example, one station is just airing programmes with the ruling party’s content while ignoring our party. I can say such stations are not doing us their viewers any justice. I regard them as poor producers! They don’t consider the interests of the masses (Viewer 1: 28/02/2021).

Another viewer had the following observation:

To me, the quality of television programmes must be judged on the basis of their ability to air news of our interests. For example, some stations are just showing western dramas, music and films. How can I say that this is a quality programme while I don’t know their intention, (Viewer 2: 01/03/2021)?

These statements indicate that quality is a very subjective aspect. In addition to this, the results show a huge divergence between producers’ view of quality and that of viewers. This is only going to perpetuate quality related complaints from the later.

**Editorial Policy perspective**

This was the least mentioned determinant of quality since only 1 producer out of the 38 which equals to only 2.6% of the producers mentioned that quality is determined by editorial policies and the extent to which the policies and guidelines are adhered to. As revealed earlier in this study, television production is also guided by the editorial polices. The TCRA reports of 2016 to 2019 show that several television stations were charged or banned for example for not abide by these policies and guidelines. Surprisingly, producers do not consider them as important aspects of quality of TV programmes.

**Business perspective (Programmes Sponsorships)**

According to these findings, programmes that attract sponsors are seen as high quality ones regardless as evidenced by 7.8% of producers who identified this as a quality measurement point. Although this factor looks like a weak determinant based on the number of producers that pointed it out, interviews with sponsors cemented its value. For instance, one television programmes sponsor shared the following:
We have the experience of sponsoring various television programmes on various television stations in Tanzania. The criteria we use to pick the programme to sponsor are the size of viewership. We however use the nature of programmes’ content. We are interested in sponsoring programmes that are related to our products (Sponsor 1: 03/03/2021).

In the same vein another television programmes sponsor narrated that:

We pool out our sponsorship as soon as we feel that the quality of a programme has dropped. We also consider what time is a programme is aired and where we can meet audience when determining if we would love to associate ourselves with a programme or not, (Sponsor 2: 19/04/2021).

Generally, while producers appear to consider sponsorship as a minor determinant of quality, the views of these entities appear to have a strong influence on what is put into programmes and other logistics associated with the programmes. In addition to that, responses from sponsors show that viewership is a very important quality determinant.

Creativity perspective

The Findings further show that 5.2% of producers mentioned language usage as a determinant of the quality of programme content while another 5.2% mentioned good selection of presenters and 2.6% mentioned uniqueness. On the whole, creativity in television production encompassed these three components; language usage, exceptional selection of presenters and uniqueness.

Actors and their Roles in Quality Control and Assurance in Television Programmes

In an attempt to know who assesses and controls the quality of television programmes in Tanzania, the researcher developed a question which asked television programmes producers about actors and their roles in the quality of the programmes they produce. The same question was asked to television managers during interviewers. The findings generated from the data collected have indicated that the control of television programmes quality in Tanzania is under television programmes managers, Tanzania Communication Regulatory Authority (TCRA), viewers, and television programme producers. Apart from identifying these actors, the study has described their roles in quality control and quality assurance. Table 2 presents findings on this aspect.

Table 2: Actors in television programmes quality control in Tanzania

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>S/N</th>
<th>Programmes Quality Controller/Critique</th>
<th>Frequencies</th>
<th>Out of</th>
<th>Percentages</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.</td>
<td>Manager of Television/Production Manager</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>60.5%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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The findings in Table 2 show that the quality of TV programmes is mainly assessed and controlled by television managers or production managers. More specifically, the findings show that 60.5% of producers that took part in this study identified their managers as the assessors of the quality of their programmes. The findings further show that 26.31% of the producers indicated that they themselves are the quality controllers while 7.89% identified TCRA as the one in charge of quality and 23.6% said this role was played by views of viewers. On the other hand, findings generated from interview held with television managers, sponsors and viewers revealed other programmes quality assessors; Media Council of Tanzania (MCT) and the viewers themselves. Speaking on this, one interviewee was quoted saying:

\textit{Sometimes we have been using Media Council of Tanzania (MCT) to assess the quality of our programmes through excellence in Journalism awards held every year. We encourage our producers to participate. We have been wining in several categories and therefore we regard ourselves as good programmes producers}” (Television Programmes Manager 1: 21/04/2021)

\textbf{Quality control Units in Television stations and Production Houses}

Having a well-established in-house quality control unit was the other approach some media houses used in their quality control. However, during interviews with television managers, it was revealed that only 3 out of the 5 sampled television stations had such units. Out of the 3, only 1 station had a steady control unit. In this station, a special arrangement is supposed to be followed by the producers and other programme controllers before programmes are broadcasted. For the production houses, all the two had steady quality control units. Programmes were previewed by a team of five to six production crews before being sold or sent to custumers that ordered their production. Generally, in all the stations and production houses, the study has found some quality control weaknesses. Firstly, there is absence of effective quality control units. Secondly, televisions stations and production houses depended much on producers as programmes previewers. Thirdly, there were no steady chief programmes editors (PE) and television managers were used a previewers of the programmes although they are not the right people for such a task. Fourthly, some producers are being used as the experts of everything. They work as the programmes producers, editors, directors, sound experts and sometimes as camera personnel.

The study has revealed that, quality control, especially for independent producers, was done by some of the unqualified producers. For example, some producers were untrained and unqualified for the job but still tasked to edit and design graphics. This negatively impact the quality check done on programmes.
Discussion

The study has explored predictors of television programmes quality in Tanzania from the perspective of points on which quality assessment is based. The study has reveals a number of television programmes quality predictors. In particular, the study has revealed that video or picture, sound, content and lighting quality are the main predictors for TV programmes quality. This implies that the quality of television programmes depends on production aspects looked at from professionalism point of view. This corroborates findings made by preceding studies (Zettl, 2012; Spann et al., 2008; Owens, 2020). In particular, studies by Owens and Millerson, (2008) and Aarreniemi-Jokipelto, (2009) opined that the quality of television programmes support the delivery of messages. According to the study, 13.1% of respondents opined that editing determines the quality of television programmes and makes a major contribution to the effectiveness of any production. In contrast, poor editing bores viewers and damages the reputation of television stations (Millerson, 2001). On a different note, the study’s identification of sponsors as minor determinants of quality is surprising because it very difficult to separate sponsors role from that of viewership. Moreover, viewership itself has been identified as a major determinant. However, viewership alone is contributed to by various factors and may not guarantee aspects like protection of traditions like family norms and customs.

The study findings affirm that creativity is the beauty of content presentations although only 5.2% of producers involved in the study mentioned language usage and good selection of presenters as quality determinants while only 2.6% mentioned uniqueness. Although producers had an unsatisfying view of the importance of creativity in determining quality of TV programmes, interviewees recognised its importance. As such, the finding are in line with those from a study by Parish and Taylor (2007) who reported that creativity is characterized by the ability to present the world in new ways, to find hidden patterns, to make connections between unrelated phenomena and to generate solutions. Creativity in television production covers language usage, exceptional selection of the presenters and uniqueness. As such, although creativity was less considered as a determinant of the quality of television programmes, it creates originality, fresh formats and techniques for programmes. The study has also revealed that the quality of television programmes is also determined by other players including, television programmes managers, Media Council of Tanzania (MCT), producers and viewers. In general, the study suggests that the quality of TV programmes is a responsibility of a group of individuals. These, each in their respective position play a role.

Among the players identified, television managers are the supervisors of programmes production. Their production roles include; coordinating production teams, supervising production activities, previewing programmes before they go on air, deciding which programmes should go on air, and content moderating. Similarly, Mitchell (2009) and Owens (2020) argued that a production manager provides a reliable, factual, and theoretical framework for understanding programmes production based on a unique overview of production, oversight and its responsibilities like the parameters of time and budget and all the production execution schedules. Apparently, television production managers are the engine of the quality of television programmes and they are the think-tanks of television programmes production (Owens, 2020; Whittaker, 2017; Orlebar, 2002). A producer comes up with programmes ideas through proposal writing, research, and script-writing (Whittaker, 2017; Spann 2008 et al; Thomson & Dowen, 2009).
On the other hand, TCRA as an actor in quality determination has the mandate of regulating the postal and broadcasting electronic communication, and is responsible for protecting the interests of consumers. TCRA is a quasi-independent government body responsible for regulating communication and broadcasting sectors (TCRA, 2020). Despite that mandate, it has been noted that TCRA does not have a direct mechanism for controlling the quality of television programmes except when rules and regulation of broadcasting have been violated by television or media houses. It is from this perspective that, Dale and Plunkett (1990:3) asserts that “quality control involves operational techniques and activities aimed both at monitoring process and eliminating causes of unsatisfactory performance.”

Although TCRA has the mandate to punish wrong doers, the body has limited effect on quality. For example, TCRA cannot control and assure quality with regards to technical aspects like sound problems, lack of creativity, poor lighting and poor programmes contents. Overall, this study concurs with others that revealed that the quality of TV programmes is a responsibility of many actors (See, Romero-Fresco, 2021; Bayo-Moriones et al., 2018; Marjaana, 2020; Sehl, 2020; Owens, 2020).

Viewers are the emerging controllers and critiques of the quality of television programmes despite being mentioned by only 23.6% of producers that participated in this study. Several scholars like Shamir (2007), Gross (2000), Bayo-Moriones et al., (2018) and Ismail (2017) have mentioned viewers as critical actors in the control of television programmes quality. Viewers have been raising their voices though social media to criticize or praise television programmes based on their views or social settings. In fact, viewers have been mentioned as one of the references of programmes quality critiques because they are the consumers of the programmes.

The Media Council of Tanzania (MCT) has been criticizing the poor quality programmes and also has been preparing the competition awards for quality programmes. Indeed, while awards are known for propagating professionalism and creativity, there is a need for establishing more proactive approaches to quality control and enforcement that may have a direct impact on quality of television programmes. Indeed, it was noted that, the television programmes critique has no special academic point or board in Tanzania which is assigned to assessment the quality of television programmes in Tanzania, the controllers and the assessors above have at certain points of limit that cannot control every aspect in television station or television houses.

**Study Implications and limitations**

Since television production is growing rapidly in Tanzania, this study adds on the body of literature that informs the media industry about the quality of television production in Tanzania. Practically, the study is useful as a reference and guideline for media house operators. The study can be useful to television programmes producers, production managers, and all media practitioners seeking to produce quality television programmes.

This study was confined to only 5 television stations and two production houses and a sample of 70 respondents. As such, its results may not be generalized. In other words, the usage of this study’s findings when speaking about the general view of television programme quality in Tanzania should be done with caution. A longitudinal study is required to establish a better understanding of this phenomenon in Tanzania.
Conclusion and Recommendations

Perspectives gathered from participants have indicated a lack of consistency and overlaps in how the concept of television programmes quality is seen. Clearly, professional perspectives, despite their prominence, need stronger advocacy and mainstreaming in order to withstand the pressure exerted by viewership as preferred by television programmes sponsors. Apparently, strict emphasis on viewership as a determinant of quality of programmes may not guarantee required quality of television programmes needed. Media policies need to set a minimum quality threshold for quality control that is independent of viewership factor alone.

Based on the findings of this study, it has been seen that there is a need for strengthening internal quality control mechanisms for more efficiency by having programme editors (PE) to work on both content and technical aspects of programmes under the supervision of programmes managers. There is also a need to streamline efforts and ensure uniformity of practices by TCRA by compulsory establishment of quality control units/departments which will be responsible for eliminating poor programmes, previewing the programmes to establish their appropriateness and compliance with all requirements that make a television programme like; topic relevance, content, language, shots, sound, light, graphics, caption, promotion sequencing and abidance to editorial policies.
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